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Amitsur ([1]) determined all finite multiplicative subgroups of division
algebras. We will try to determine, more generally, multiplicative subgroups
of simple algebras. In this paper we will characterize />-groups contained in
full matrix algebras MM(A) of fixed degree ft, where A are division algebras of
characteristic 0.

All division algebras considered in this paper will be of characteristic 0.
Let A be a division algebra. We will denote by Mn(A) the full matrix algebra

of degree n over A. By a subgroup of MM(A) we will mean a multiplicative
subgroup of Mn( A). Further let K be a subfield of the center of A and let G be a
finite subgroup of MM(A). Now we define VK(G)={^2aigi\ai^Ky g{^G}.
Then VK(G) is clearly a J^-subalgebra of Mn(A) and there is a natural epimor-
phism KG->VK(G) where KG denotes the group algebra of G over K. Hence
VK(G) is a semi-simple i^-subalgebra of Mn(A), which is a direct summand of
KG. As usual Qy Ry C, H denote respectively the rational number field, the real
number field, the complex number field and the quaternion algebra over R.

If an abelian group G has invariants (ely •••, en), en^=l, ei+1 \ eiy we say briefly
that G has invariants of length ft.

We begin with

Proposition 1. Let n be a fixed positive integer and let G be a finite abelian
group. Then there is a division algebra A such that G C Mn( A) if and only if G
has invariants of length 5^ ft.

Proof. This may be well known. Here we give a proof. Suppose that
there is a division algebra A such that GcMn(A). An abelian group G has in-
variants of length 5̂  ft whenever each Sylow subgroup of G has invariants of
length fgft. Hence we may assume that G is a/>-group (=t=l). Let m be the
length of invariants of G. Then G contains the elementary abelian group Go of

l+p+'y+p""1

order pm. We can write QG0^Q©Q(Sj)© — ©Q(£,) where Sp denotes the
primitive p-t\i root of unity. Since VQ(G0) is a direct summand of QG0 and

m

GQcFQ(GQ), we have Vq(GQ)^Q(6p)®-~®Q(£p). On the other hand, since
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VQ(G0)dMn(A)i there exist at most n orthogonal idempotents in VQ(G0). Thus
we have tn^n. The converse is obvious. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2 Let p be an odd prime and 0<n<p. Let P be a finite p-group.
If there exists a division algebra A such that PcMM(A), then P is abelian.

Proof. Let VQ(P)^Mpi1(A1)®-" ®Mpit(At) be the decomposition of
VQ(P) into simple algebras where each A,- is a division algebra. Then we easily
see that_p'H \-ph^n. Therefore, when n<p, we have / 1 = - - = / / = 0 . Since
p is odd, each division algebra A£ is commutative ([3]). Hence VQ(P) is com-
mutative. This conclude that P is abelian. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION. Let Po=<£> be a cyclic group of order p. Let P, Pf be finite
/>-groups and let P / , P / , •••, Pp be the copies of P'. We will call P a simple
(1-fold) p-extension of Pf if P is an extension of P/xP/X ••• x P / by Po such
that P[g=P2\ ..., P'JL^PJ, P'*=P{. It should be remarked that this extension
does not always split. More generally, a finite />-group P will be called an n-
-fold p-extension of a finite p-group P', if there exist finite ^-groups, P0=P', Ply

•••, Pn-!, Pn—Psuch that, for each O^i^n— 1, P,+ i is a simpler-extension of P,-.
Now we set

Tp0) = f {all cyclic />-groups} when
1 {all generalized quaternion 2-groups} when p = 2 ,

and t£0)= {all cyclic ̂ -groups} for any prime />. An element of T;0) (resp. f £0))
is called a p-group ofO-type (resp. 6-type).
A finite />-group P is said to be of n-type (resp. n-type) if P is an ra-fold ̂ -extension
of a />-group of 0-type (resp. d-type). We denote by T™ (resp. T™) the set of
all />-groups of ra-type (resp. w-type).

Our main result is given the following

Theorem. Let n be a fixed positive integer and let P be a finite p-group.
Then following conditions are equivalent:

( 1 ) P is a subgroup of Mn(H) (resp. Mn(C)).
( 2) There is a division algebra A (resp. a commutative field K) such that

PdMn(A)(resp.Mn(K)).
t

( 3 ) There exist non-negative integers, t, m0, -",mt with ^p^^n and

P?\ Pf\ - , P r - ° e y;f> {resp. T™)for each O^i^t such that PczUU i Y -
o yi

The following theorem plays an essential part in the proof of our main
theorem.

Theorem (Witt-Roquette [3], [4]). Let P be a p-group. Let K be a
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commutative field of characteristic 0. Suppose that one of the following hypotheses
is satisfied.

(a) p*2,
(b) p=
(c) p=2 and P does not contain a cyclic subgroup of index 2.
Then if X is a nonlinear irreducible faithful character of P there exists P0<]P

and a character f of Po such that \P: P0\=py X=£p and K(X)=K(S).

From this theorem the following remark follows directly.

REMARK. If K is an algebraic number field in this theorem, each division
algebra equivalent to a simple component of KP is an algebraic number field or a
quaternion algebra.

Lemma 3. Let P be a finite non-abelian p-group and let A be a division
algebra such that PcMw(A). Suppose that VQ(P) = Mn(A).

(1 ) Suppose that P is a 2-group which is not of type 0 and that A is non-
commutative. Then there exists a subgroup Po of P of index 2 such that VQ(P0)^
Mn/2(A)®Mn/2(A).

( 2 ) Suppose that A is commutative. Then we have Vc(P)=Mn(C) and
there exists a normal subgroup Po of P of index p such that VC(PQ)=

P
MnJp(C)®*~@Mn/p{C).

Proof, (a) Let M be a simple Mw(A)-module and let E be a splitting field
of A. Since M is a non-linear faithful QP-module by the assumption that
VQ(P)=Mn(A), there exists a non-linear faithful irreducible £P-module N such
that M®QE^mQ(N)(N®N<r(B---)y <r(=Gal(Q(£)IQ), where f is the character of
N and mQ(N) denotes the Schur index of N. Applying the Witt-Roquette's
theorem to N, we can find a normal subgroup Po of P and an irreducible EP0-
module iV0 with character f0 such that iVf^iVand Q(£)=Q(t;o). Let X denote
the character of M. Then we have X=mQ{£)(f+?°"+ •••)=mQ(?)(?o+^+ —)+
WQ(?)(£8+(?8)°"+ —) where {1, g} are representatives of P/Po. Since 2=mQ(f ) ^
mQtf0)^2, we have mQ^)=mQ(^)=2. Let Xo=f"<tto)(Zo+tt+~'). Then Xo

is a Q-character of Po. Further let Mo be the QP0-module corresponding to Xo.
Then we see that M0@MI^QP®QPJV[0^QP®QPQM%^M as QP-module.
Since M^Mi as QP0-module, we have

A ^ HomQP(M, M)
^ UomQP(QP®QPoMoy QP®QPoMo)
ss HomQPo(M0, HomQp(QP, QP®QP(M0))
^ HomQPo(M0, QP®QPoMo)
^ HomQP (Mo, MQ),
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and, similarly, A ̂  HomQF()(Mf, Mf). Clearly Aim^M0= 6imQM8
0 =4

and the semi-simple subalgebra VQ(P0)(Z VQ(P)=Mn(A) has only two simple
compotents corresponding to Mo> M%. Thus we get VQ(P0)^Mn/2(A)®Mn/2(A).

(b) Since A is commutative by the assumption, we have C®^VQ{P)^
C®AMn(A)^Mn(C). From this it follows directly that Vc(P)=Mn{C). Let
M be a simple Fc(P)-(CP-)module and let X be the character of M. According
to the Witt-Roquette's theorem, there exists a normal subgroup Po of P of index p
and an irreducible CP0-module Mo such that M^MQ. Hence, along the same

P
line as in the case (a), we can show that F C ( P 0 ) ^ M M / / , ( C ) H \-Mn/p{C).

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Let P be a finite p-group. Suppose one of the following condi-
tions :

(a) p=2 and P is a subgroup of M2»(A) such that VQ(P)=M2«(A) where A
is a quaternion algebra.

(b) P is a subgroup of Mpn(C) such that Vc(P)=Mpn(C). Then P is a sub-
group of a p-group of n-type. Further, in the case (b) P is a subgroup of a p-group
of n-type.

Proof. We will give the proof only in the case (a), because the proof in the
^case (b) can be done similarly. This will be done by induction on n. In case n=0
this is obvious. Hence we assume that n ^ 1. By Lemma 3, there exists a normal
subgroup Po of P of index 2 such that VQ(PQ)=A1@A2 where A^M^-^A).
Let Mi be a simple .4,-module and let {1, g} be representatives of P/Po. Then
M2^M{as QP0-module. Let P,« denote the image of Po by the projection on A{.
Then FQ(P,)=M2»-i(A). Hence, by induction, each P{ is a subgroup of a 2-
group of (ft— l)-type. We regard M{ as QP0-module by the projection P0-^P4

and so, since M2^Mf, we have P2=Pf and the following commutative diagram:

Po --£-> Po

1 (g, g) 1
PIXP2^I1UP2XP1

On the other hand, we can find 2-groups P19 P2 of (ft-l)-type such that PX^P2.
Here we may assume that the restriction of the isomorphism P1^.P2 on Px coin-
cides with g: P^P2. We denote this isomorphism from Px onto P2 by cr. Put
h=g2. Then the map (1, h); P2 X P1-^P2 X Px is an isomorphism and so (cr, far'1):
Pi X P2->P2X P1 is an isomorphism, too. Since the restriction of her'1 on P2 coin-
cides with hg~1=^gy we get the following commutative diagram;
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Let <w)> be a cyclic group of order 2. The automorphism (<r, Ao-"1) and the
factor set {(1, l)—(uy 1)=(1, u)—ly(u, u)=h] define a group P with normal
subgroup PiXPz and PlP1xP2^(juyy because {ha'1, cr)«(a-, ho-~1)=(hy ah(T~1)=
(h, h^'1)^^ hg~1)=(h> h). Then the group P is clearly a 2-group of w-type
which contains P. Thus the proof of the lemma is completed.

Lemma 5. 7 / P e T?> (resp. T™)9 P is a subgroup ofM2n(H) {resp. Mpn{C))
and VR(P)=M2n(H) (resp. Vc(P)=Mpn(C)).

Proof. We will prove this in the case P G Tf\

(a) n=0. Since P is a generalized quaternion group, P is a subgroup of
fl-and VB(P)=H([1], [2]).

(b) n > 0. We proceed by induction on n. By the definition of T^ , there
exist 2-groups Ply P 2 e J1^"^ such that Px X P2 is

 a subgroup of P of index 2 and
that Pf=P 2 , where £ is a representative of a generator of PjP^Pz. By the in-
duction hypothesis each P,- is a subgroup of M2n-i(H) and VR(Pi)=M2n-i(H).
Let Afx be a simple F^PO-CtfPi^module. Put M=M1®RCPiXP^RP. Since
Pf=P 2 , Aff is a simple /2P2-module. It follows that M^Mf as R(P1xP2)-
module and therefore UomRP(M, M) ̂  Homi2CPlXF2)(M1, M1 0 Mf) ^
HomjR(PlXp2)(M1, M^)—H. We see that the simple component oiRP correspond-
ing to M is M2n(H). Because M is a faithful J£P-modlue, P is a subgroup of
M2n(H) and F*(P)^M2«(2y).

We will omit the proof in the case P G T^\ because we can prove it along the
same line as in the case P e Tl£\ Q.E.D.

Now we give the proof of our main theorem.

Proof of the main theorem. The implication (1)=#>(2) is obvious and there-
fore it suffices to show the implications (2)=#(3)=#>(1).

(a) (2)=K3). Assume PcMn(A). Let V ^ J ^ M ^ e - e M ^ A , )
be the decomposition of VQ(P) into simple algebras where each A,- is a division
algebra. Here we easily see that pli-\ \-pls^n. Let P,- be the image of P by
the projection to My,(A,), for each lfj/rgs. Then P can be identified with a

subgroup of n Pi and, for each l:g/fgs, Vq(Pi)^Mpii(Ai). According to the
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remark on the Witt-Roquette's theorem, A,- is a quaternion algebra or an alge-
braic number field. Further if A,- is a quaternion algebra for some l^if^s,
p=2 ([3]). If A,- is an algebraic number field, by Lemma 3 (2) V^P^M^C).
Applying Lemma 4, it follows that each P, is a subgroup of a ̂ -group of /,-type.
Here (3) is concluded in this case.

Assume Pd Mn(K). Let L be the algebraic closure of K and let L'=C Pi L.
Since K is commutative, we have L®KMn{K)^Mn{L). From this it follows
directly that VL'(P)cMn(L). In addition, each division algebra equvalent to
a simple component of UP conicides with U([3]). Let VL>{P)^M ph{U)®~-@
Mph{U) be the decomposition of VL'(P) into simple algebras. Then _p7H \-
pls<^n. If Pf- is the image of P by the projection to Mpu{U\ Pf- is a sub-
group oiMpii{C)^Mpii(L

f)®L'C and Fc(P,)^My,(C). It follows from Lemma
4 that Pi is a subgroup of /,-type. On the other hand P can be identified with a

subgroup of n Pi and so we conclude (3).

(b) (3)==>(1). Since Pc
£
j) is a />-group of /-type (resp. f-type), by Lemma 5,

Pc
t» is a subgroup of Mp*(H) (resp. My(C)) and so II rf P (^C 2® Mpi(H)d

Mn(.flT) (resp. II I I P i j ) c M i C ) ) by i^p'm^n. Since P is a subgroup of

IT II P\'\ P is a subgroup of Mn(H) (resp. MM(C)). Q.E.D.
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